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users are 
the experts 
of their own 
experience
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Understanding the context around the 
product & user comes fi rst. From that 
perspective, designers develop a vision on 
the user-product interaction, the product, 
and  how to integrate these with enabling 
technologies.

Over the past decades, many 
new forms of user research 

have emerged [1]

[1] Sanders, E.B.-N. & Stappers, 

P.J. (2008) Co-creation 

and the new landscapes of 

design. Codesign, 4(1), 5-18.



In the past decades, the role of research within 

design has grown considerably. Where designers 

could previously focus on the product as a thing 

and the technology inside, these days design 

often begins with a thorough understanding of 

the user and, increasingly, of the context of use: 

the what, where, how, when, with whom, ... 

that surrounds the interaction between user and 

product.

To support this development, there has been 

a widening of the techniques for user-centered 

design research. The diagram shows that the 

field contains a variety of approaches, and 

indicates two directions in which new types of 

research emerged: the role of the user (from 

passive object of study to active expert), and the 

role of the designer (from receiver of research 

data to active contributor to the research).

Contextmapping is in the top half of the diagram, 

involving the user as ‘expert of his or her 

experience’, and involving designerly tools and 

approaches in empowering users to express that 

expertise. 

overview of methods

�

The roles of stakeholders are changing
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The context of product 
use, e.g., brushing your 
teeth, contains many 
different facets. 
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By the term context we mean the context 

of the product use, which is ‘all the factors 

that infl uence the experience of product use’, 

including social, cultural and physical aspects, 

goals, needs, emotions, and practical matters. 

Which factors are important depends on the 

goals and scope of the design project as a 

whole. One way to fi nd out which factors could 

be included is to ask Aristotle’s questions: who? 

what? how? why? when? where? with whom? 

how long?...

A contextmapping study should help designers 

to take the user’s perspective: to step into the 

user’s shoes, so they can empathize with the 

needs, goals, and abilities of the user; and to 

step back into the designers’ role to create 

desirable solutions.

We use the word contextmap to indicate 

that the information should work as a map 

for the design team: it does not replace the 

terrain of the user experience, but helps the 

designers fi nd their way, structure their 

insights as they come, 

recognize dangers and 

opportunities. 

The contextmap is 

meant in the fi rst place 

for inspiration, not 

validation.

Context and contextmapping

5
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Some tools for bringing out experience. 
Left: sheets with ambiguous words and pictures 
trigger users to recall memories and associations. 
Right: a ‘TV game’ creates a situation in which people 
feel free to express their opinions.
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The user is the ‘expert of his experience’.  

More than anyone else, the users have 

experienced their context; they are the prime 

source of information about its many facets.

The expert is respected. As expert, the user 

is treated with respect, listened to, and given 

the opportunity to influence the direction of the 

research and design.

The expert has special tools. In order 

to perform as an expert, the users must be 

equipped with appropriate tools. The creation of 

such tools for expression is a key design element 

of contextmapping research.

The expert brings special knowledge.

But this knowledge is often hidden below the 

surface. The tools, techniques, and procedures 

described later on serve to bring our such tacit 

and latent knowledge.

user as expert of experience
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Understanding positive and negative memories of 
users helps to bring out their tacit knowledge and 
latent needs, which form the basis for designing the 
future product.
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To design desired (product) solutions, the 

designers build a vision of the future use, 

with special attention to the deeper layers of 

meaning. Observation in the users’ current lives 

can give rich insights in their experience, but 

we can only observe what happens under the 

conditions of here and now. The deeper layers of 

meaning, things that 

can be expected to be 

still valid in the future, 

can be understood by 

calling up memories 

from the past.

Liz Sanders refers to this as the ‘path of 

expression’: think of the future experience 

around a certain topic, we should 

• observe and refl ect on the topic in the 

present;

• call up related memories from the past. 

Many of these memories will have a positive 

or negative emotional value;

• fi nd the deeper layers that these memories 

express;

• move these layers into our understanding of 

the desired future situation;

• think of product solutions that work toward 

that situation. 

to the future, through the past

Different tools access 
different layers of 
knowledge.
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Contextmapping places many questions about 

how to involve different stakeholders, and how 

we should design and produce products. Theory 

and techniques are still in development, and 

many issues are being debated, explored, and 

tried out. A few of those are:

Scoping and scaling. Contextmapping 

techniques involve small numbers of users 

intensively over a longer time. This can be done 

by large companies with large research budgets, 

but is diffi cult for small and medium enterprises 

(SME’s).

Is a company’s organisation up to 

participatory design? Traditional divisions 

in organisations, such as separations between 

strategy, marketing, and design are diffi cult 

barriers in which much understanding of user 

experience gets lost. Different departments 

have different languages, cultures, and values, 

and standard forms of reporting do not 

effi ciently cross between them. 

Authorship and rights. If users participate 

as active experts rather than passive 

subjects, then they are authors to the 

issues

When information is ‘thrown over the wall’ as often 
happens, much of the richness is lost.
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resulting product ideas, and may justly claim 

recompensation, acknowledgement, or even 

a piece of the pie. 

Research purposes and values. 

Contextmapping is among qualitative explorative 

research techniques. Its aim is to inspire as 

much as to inform, to generate questions 

rather than to provide quantitative answers to 

questions that are already well understood.  

But many people expect research to be based on 

large numbers of respondents and unambiguous 

findings. 

Cultural diversity. Many of the techniques 

so far were developed within specific Western 

cultures, and may not be appropriate 

everywhere. In some cultures it is impolite to 

disagree or to express an opinion. The visual 

languages and cognitive styles of different 

(sub)cultures can be very different. We need to 

appropriately ‘tune the techniques’.

Technologies. Computers, the internet, and 

mobile phones promise new ways of gathering 

and organising data. 

In this booklet we emphasize media, such as 

paper and models, because of their flexibility of 

use, connection to existing skills, and support for 

rich, bodily-involved group activities. 

We can expect that the range of tools and 

techniques will grow in the next few years. 

But profound research and sensitive design is 

needed to teach the richness of the traditional 

media.
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preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team
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the contextmapping procedure

Doing a contextmapping study requires a mix of 

organisational, design and research activities. 

On the following pages, we go through the steps 

of a ‘standard’ process, and discuss the what & 

why of each step. On pages 26-27, we present a 

list of tips and tricks for each step.

Many variations on this process are possible, 

depending on the particular needs and 

opportunities of each project.

There is not a golden rule that says that there 

always must be a session, or that collecting and 

sharing should be separate activities. 

 

The procedure serves as backbone for organizing 

various user research techniques into a 

structured, but flexible, plan.
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preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team
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A mindmap capturing 
the initial knowledge of 
the researchers

Sensitizing workbooks 
are designed on the 
basis of this initial 
knowledge.
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At the beginning of a project, a lot has to be 

decided: what is the topic of the study, which 

users are the participants. Examples are ‘the 

shaving experience of men aged 18-75’, ‘social 

contacts between elderly people’, ‘the role 

of patient information in the work process of 

radiologists’, or ‘the early morning rituals of 

families with small children’. A clear focus is 

needed to guide the research project, and the 

design project as a whole. The researchers 

should also determine how wide should be the 

area around the focus that is explored.

Taking into account the design goal and the 

budget, a planning is made for the whole 

project: how much time and effort can be spent 

on recruiting and meeting the users, creating 

workbooks, conducting sessions, analysing 

results, communicating these results with 

designers, ... 

In this phase also, preliminary research is 

conducted, e.g., fi rst interviews with users from 

the target group, studying background literature. 

On the basis of these fi ndings, the expressive 

tools such as sensitizing workbooks or probes, 

and exercises for the sessions are designed. 

 Step 1  preparing                                           see for tips on each step page 26-27



preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team
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Some time before the session, users receive a 

sensitizing package, which helps them observe 

their own lives and refl ect on their experience of 

the topic of the study. It can consist of various 

elements derived from cultural probe packages, 

such as an exercise book, postcard assignments, 

fi ll-in maps, and cameras.

We often use about a week for the sensitizing 

process, inviting and encouraging the users to 

spread the assignments over the week. Step 

by step they start to think about the topic, 

and allow some incubation time (‘sleep on it’) 

which gives opportunity to bring up memories, 

associations, and sharpen their sensitivity for the 

topic.

If possible, the researchers should deliver the 

sensitizing package in person to the users. This 

gives them an opportunity to establish a relation 

with the user, establish their trust, and form a 

fi rst impression for the user. 

 Step 2  sensitizing                                         see for tips on each step page 26-27

Small playful exercises 
make the users 
observe and refl ect on 
their experience, and 
gradually builds up their 
awareness.
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preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team

discussing

In a session, users get variety of tools 
and techniques to make expressions of 
their experience, and to present and 
discuss these with their peers.
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After sensitizing, the researchers and users 

meet for a session. This can be a group session, 

typically with up to 6 users, but it can also 

be an interview at the users’ home or work 

location. In the session, a number of exercises 

is done, to gradually deepen the insights about 

the topic. The setup of exercises can follow the 

path of expression, e.g., start with discussing 

the workbooks, then calling up memories with 

a image-and-word collage, then move toward 

future considerations with other expressive tools, 

such as rough modelling.

One of the researchers facilitates the session, 

and attends to the process, another one takes 

notes and observes (and may give hints 

to the facilitator). With group sessions, it is 

important to invite participants to discuss freely 

and deeply about each other’s considerations. 

Here, the participating users have an ‘expert 

discussion’.

Some users may hesitate to express their 

opinions, or be shy. In facilitating such sessions, 

people can be put at ease by appropriate 

instructions (‘There is not a right or wrong 

answer to this assignment: we want to know 

your answer because you are the expert here’) 

and techniques (such as the AsSeenOnTV 

frame which provides a reassuring stage for 

presenting).

 Step 3  Meeting                                              see for tips on each step page 26-27
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preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team

Analyzing involves activities as 
transcribing videos, selecting and 
interpreting chunks of data, organising 
these to form themes and distill 
insights, often as a group activity.
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Sessions and workbooks provide large amounts 

of raw data, which must be organized and 

interpreted to fi nd patterns and examples, 

considerations and possible directions. 

The data contains photographs and workbooks 

that participants made, expressive artefacts from 

the session, and often a video recording and 

full text transcript from the session. From the 

transcript, quotes are selected, interpreted, and 

organized.

Based on the fi rst impressions of the research 

team, a qualitative analysis is performed. 

Different researchers go through the materials, 

make selections and interpretations, and try 

to fi nd patterns of similarities and differences. 

Small or large portions of quantitative analysis 

may also be done, e.g., counting how often 

a certain issue was addressed. For instance, 

in a student project on the travel experience 

of rail commuters, it turned out that all of the 

participants extensively addressed the subject of 

smoking/no-smoking.

Making interpretations and categories, and 

creating a rich visual environment for the 

researchers to immerse themselves in are typical 

activities. Analysis can take up several days, and 

involve extensive discussions in the researchers. 

 Step 4  Analyzing                                           see for tips on each step page 26-27
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preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team

22

Some visual-verbal communication tools.  
From left to right an infographic, action poster, 
personal cardset, social world card. 
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In practice, the design team often has not met 

the users (unfortunately). The researchers have 

to bring across the ‘user experience’ to the 

designers, give them a feeling for the user’s 

perspective, needs, and values.

In concept development, the designers need 

inspiration beyond the information given in 

statistics and diagrams of classical marketing 

research (although that also is valuable input). 

Designers indicate they are most inspired by 

raw data, such as quotes, home photos, and 

fragments of video of the users speaking. 

They also want to draw their own conclusions, 

so enough data should be added with the 

conclusions of the researchers.

A variety of communication techniques have 

been used and explored, exploring ways to 

convey ‘pieces of experience’, semi-complete 

‘action posters’ and websites or workbooks 

that sensitized the design team, arousing their 

curiosity by providing snippets of insight, and 

helping them to make connections between their 

own experiences and those of the user.

Just as in the other research steps, 

communicating draws on design skills, in making 

visualisations and interactive forms to engage 

the receivers of the user insights, and inspire 

them to come up with better ideas.

 Step 5  Communicating                                 see for tips on each step page 26-27



preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team

Idea generation and concept development depends 
on many sources of information besides the context 
of use (technology, business,...). Combining all these 
factors is essential to good design, and the context 
information has to fi t into this whole.

24
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Communication serves to improve idea 

generation, concept development, and further 

product development. Also in later phases, it 

can be worthwhile to ‘re-use the same experts’ 

by letting them evaluate the designs. In our 

experience, users are often highly motivated to 

look at the results again, and can build on the 

knowledge they generated many weeks after the 

original study. In the meantime, they often have 

become aware of new insights 

about their experience, which 

they enjoy sharing again.

become aware of new insights 

about their experience, which 

 Step 6  Conceptualizing and beyond              
  see for tips on each step page 26-27
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   exercise toolkits 
– use diverse images & words (nature, 

people, interactions) 80-90 words/
pictures often work well 

– select of ambiguous pictures 
– balance between positive and negative 
   emotions
– invite: don 

,
t make it too beautiful

• write down your impressions 
immediately afterward

preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team

Step 2 sensitizing
• make it personal , but well   cared-for 
• make it inviting & playful • always do pilot testing   when creating your   materials 

• invite the user to extend   rather than answer• meet your participants in  person

exercise toolkits

Step 3 meetingmeeting

• Record it on video; 

  facilitating
– instruction: 

,, you are expert of your 
experiences

,,, ,,anything goes,,anything goes,, ,,, and 
  ,, respect each others stories

,,. 
– ask questions like: 

,, how do you 
feel about it

,,, ,, what does it mean 

to you?
,,  

Step 1 preparingpreparing

 Determine what you 

 Capture your 
preconceptions in a 
mindmap

•  Start selecting 
participants in time
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Step 5 communicating
• do a workshop
• sensitize the designers• leave room for own   interpretations• make it personal• show your contact was real • show real people • combine raw data with   interpretations • combine results with other   (market) research results

To each of the steps in the contextmapping 

process there are practical guidelines, tips, and 

tricks, which help conducting the techniques 

more successfully. Here’s a few of them which 

we have covered in the course.

 

preparing sensitizing make & say discussing analyzing capture & share conceptualizing

session

collecting user insights share with and communicate to 
the design team

Step 6 conceptualizing

• keep user & 
  experience in mind
• tell stories, make 
  storyboards 
• do roleplaying 

Step 4 

• immerse yourself in 

  the data

• clarify your interpre
tations

• give it some time

• do it together (trian
gulate)

• be surprised 

• find patterns
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The procedure and techniques can vary 
widely. For instance, there can be more 
than one session (left), short augmented 
interviews (below), or different forms of 
tools (far below).
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In the previous pages we outlined a standard 

contextmapping procedure, with clearly defined 

separate steps. But this is not the only way. 

The steps in the procedure are indications, but 

in practice the steps overlap. When a designer is 

also doing the research, the communication step 

will be different. Users may not just generate 

data for insights, but actual ideas for solutions. 

And insights and 

knowledge grows 

not just in the step 

of analyzing, but 

throughout the 

process. 

The roles of stakeholders overlap, and are 

changing. In this booklet we speak of ‘designer’, 

‘user’, and ‘researcher’, but these roles often are 

carried out by the same people, in teams, and in 

varying degrees at different times.

A study can vary from a large effort with tens of 

researchers down to short single meetings with 

users, in which generative techniques are used 

to ‘augment’ what is basically an interviewing 

technique. Often, designers are brought in to 

watch or participate in the sessions and/or 

analysis. Users may also participate in the 

analysis and/or concept generation. The tools 

that are used may be adapted to fit special 

circumstances of the users or researchers.

the contextmapping procedure is flexible

The roles of stakeholders are changing
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the contextmapping project aims to 

develop tools and techniques for involving users’ 

expertise about their own experiences in design. 

the Faculty of industrial Design 

engineering has been educating design at a 

university level for over 40 years, and at the 

present hosts 2000 full-time students of Industrial 

Design, including one BSc and three MSc 

programmes integrating the aspects of business, 

technology, and users. 3700 Alumni are currently 

working throughout industries, often as design 

managers and design researchers.

iD-studioLab is the user-centered design 

research laboratory at the Faculty of Industrial 

Design Engineering of TU Delft, comprising a 

network of over 20 PhD-students and 30 design 

researchers focusing on different aspects of 

user-centered design research.

prof.dr. pieter Jan stappers 
is chair of design techniques, and heads a design 

research group focusing on tools and techniques 

for the early phases of the design process. 

Main topics of the group are 

contextmapping and experience 

prototyping, with an emphasis on 

new media tools.

Contextmapping at tu Delft

p.j.stappers@tudelft.nl
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Froukje sleeswijk Visser, Msc 
studies how user experience data can be 

communicated in design practice. User studies 

deliver a rich set of data, which can be 

inspiring for designers. But in practice, a lot 

of the richness gets lost in communication 

between researcher and designer. Froukje’s 

new tools seek a balance between rich raw 

data fragments and 

interpretated insights.

f.sleeswijkvisser@tudelft.nl c.e.postma@tudelft.nl

Carolien postma, Msc studies how 

to design products and services that fi t into 

people’s social lives. In daily life, product use 

often affects social interactions between people 

and vice versa, but most design 

methods focus on the individual’s 

perspective only. Carolien’s work 

aims at developing a people-

centered design method and tools that support 

design teams in including the social dimension 

                        in design.

c.e.postma@tudelft.nlc.e.postma@tudelft.nl

                        in design.
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helma van rijn, Msc 

studies how diffi cult-to-reach users 

can be involved in contextmapping 

studies. These users, such as 

people with autism and dementia, 

have diffi culties with expressing 

themselves. She aims to develop a 

toolbox to gather their experiences 

in different ways. Important 

aspect is the inclusion of 

caregivers.          .

Christine De Lille, Msc studies how 

user research, e.g., contextmapping, can be 

applied in SME’s such as design agencies, that do 

not have the means or 

knowhow to do large-

scale user research 

techniques. Therefore 

she studies quick and 

dirty user research 

methods, and how they 

can be applied 

in small design 

companies.

in small design 

h.vanrijn@tudelft.nl               what would you design for them? c.s.h.delille@tudelft.nl

              senior with dementia
 child with autism                                               people from 

               another culture

she studies quick and 

dirty user research 

methods, and how they 

can be applied 
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Many people have contributed to this booklet.

The theories and ideas 

were developed in 

discussions with many people in ID-StudioLab 

and outside, especially Liz Sanders of MakeTools. 

We also benefi ted from the feedback from 

the 400 students who took the Context & 

Conceptualization course, and the 50 students 

who used the techniques intensively during 

their graduation projects with industries in 

the Netherlands and worldwide, and the many 

students at international workshops.

The visuals, quotes, and tips shown here come 

from projects of the above people. Many of them 

can be found in the publications listed or linked 

on the contextmapping.com website.
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